Cisco

Exam Questions 700-803

IoT Connected Safety and Security Account Manager
NEW QUESTION 1
Which two ruggedized solutions make up the IoT-ready infrastructure of the Cisco Connected Safety and Security solution? (Choose two.)

A. Cisco Video Analytics
B. switches and routers with embedded network services
C. open application ecosystem
D. wireless infrastructure

Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION 2
Mining companies can see which three benefits with Cisco Connected Safety and Security? (Choose three.)

A. increased asset utilization with effective incident response
B. increased efficiency with remote expertise across sites
C. increased production downtime due to proactive equipment monitoring
D. enhanced safety and productivity with highly available workforce communications
E. reduced congestion and air pollution

Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION 3
Utilities companies can see which three benefits with Cisco Connected Safety and Security solutions? (Choose three.)

A. increased workforce productivity with centralized dispatch operations and enhanced collaboration
B. improved services and asset utilization through better real-time information from voice, video, and grid sensors
C. improved response communication with IoT and smart grid solutions
D. ability to make strategic business decisions with real-time plant floor information
E. reduced liability costs with availability of evidentiary quality video

Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION 4
What are four IoT solutions that are available for smart cities in conjunction with Cisco Connected Safety and Security? (Choose four.)

A. waste management
B. connected factories
C. city lighting
D. traffic management
E. parking optimization
F. regulatory compliance

Answer: A,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION 5
Effective public safety requires a positive feedback loop that includes which three options? (Choose three.)

A. growing economies
B. better roads
C. protected citizens
D. faster subways
E. stronger communities

Answer: A,C,E
NEW QUESTION 6
Increased management complexity is a common roadblock to implementing new IoT technologies. Which option best describes this roadblock?

A. Implementing new technologies requires new management techniques.
B. New technology must follow standard operating procedures.
C. Information transfer leaves users open to physical and legal vulnerabilities.
D. BYOD and IoT solutions must work with existing and future infrastructure.
E. Purchasing, deploying, and integrating new solutions involves significant costs.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 7
What are three differentiators of Cisco Connected Safety and Security solutions? (Choose three.)

A. open standards
B. exclusive focus on infrastructure products
C. definitive customer base
D. scalability and virtualization
E. comprehensive solutions

Answer: A, D, E

NEW QUESTION 8
In which three ways can Cisco Connected Safety and Security solutions be applied to the oil and gas industry? (Choose three.)

A. monitor crime and traffic incidents with Cisco Video Surveillance Manager
B. reduce congestion with parking optimization
C. operate in hazardous conditions with Cisco ruggedized, IoT-ready infrastructure
D. improve incident response with Cisco Collaborative Operations
E. enable remote platform monitoring using Cisco IP cameras and edge video analytics

Answer: C, D, E

NEW QUESTION 9
What are three ways that Cisco Connected Safety and Security solutions help customers to make money? (Choose three.)

A. improve customer or public experiences
B. increase collaboration and productivity
C. create product demand
D. safeguard data centers
E. expand to offsite and remote locations

Answer: A, B, E

NEW QUESTION 10

NEW QUESTION 11
What is most important for heads of safety and security?

A. prevent safety and security problems
B. reduce IT costs
C. support the needs of the business with IT solutions
D. deliver superior customer experiences
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Answer: A
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